New Year‘s Eve SILVESTER PARTY at CHÂLET GÜGGEL
Reservation for New Year’s Eve Party 2018 – 2019
We took the liberty to update the terms and conditions for reservations, please read those below
carefully.
Name .........................................................................................................................
Firstname ...................................................................................................................
Street..........................................................................................................................
Zip Code, City..............................................................................................................
Tel / Fax.......................................................................................................................
Email....................................................................................................................…….
Agegroup (for adequate seating) .....................................................................
Number of persons à Fr. 195.— all inclusive (excluding beverages) .....................................
Place and date.....................................................
We have read the new terms and conditions for the reservation and we agree with those.
Your signature ..........................................................
Terms and conditions for the reservation:
1. Payment for the reserved seats must be done until December 1st: UBS AG, 7270 Davos, in favor of Güggel Davos
AG, Landwasserstr.2, Davos Platz IBAN: CH23 0020 9209 Q778 2279 0, BIC: UBSWCHZH80A
2. In case your payment is not in our accounts by December 1st the reserved seats will be passed on to the guests
on the waiting list.
3. Cancellations will be accepted without charge until December 1st
4. In case of late cancellation after December 1st the cancellation fee Fr. 195.- will be charged to you.
5. For security reasons it is not allowed to move away from the cottage further than 150 m.
6. No skies and sledges allowed for security reasons
7. Bringing your own beverages (wine, Champagne etc) is not allowed8. For personal security reasons it is strictly
prohibited to bring your own fireworks. There have been incidents in the past which lead to injuries of some guests.
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SILVESTER PARTY AT CHÂLET GÜGGEL
Dear guests,
We would like to give you an overview of our program for the new year’s eve 2018-2019
On the 31.12.2018, at 19.15 hours sharp the cable car will leave from the station in the valley (Talstation)
towards the Jakobshorn.
The connecting cable car “Güggel Bahn“ will bring you directly to the prepared Apéro surrounded by
torch lights, in the middle of our magical mountain landscape.
Thereafter you will be guided to your reserved table, together with friends and family, where our Chef
Mike and his crew will enlighten you with a delicious Sylvester Menu.
For the guests placed in our lower part of the cottage, we will be cashing in before midnight in order to
prepare the venue for our special band. Right before midnight we invite everyone to join us on the
Terrace to have a toast and celebrate the New Year. Afterwards we have prepared a spectacular
firework, accompanied with classic music, for all of you.
As we usually experience freezing temperatures we recommend warm winter cloths. After having a toast
and enjoying the fireworks, we invite you to our dancefloors at the lower bar inside and the upper
terrace outside.
Our live band will excite all of you, covering the whole range of party music.
Between 00.45 hours and 02.30 there is regular cable car service which will return you back to Davos.
Please send us your reservation confirmation for this special evening which includes the exact number of
participants.
We are looking forward to welcoming you at Châlet Güggel
With best regards,

Philippe Charles, Udo Blankart and your Châlet Güggel Crew
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